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Toot toot…

When the phone is over, there is already a blind tone.

Everyone present was as if shocked by electricity, they could hardly

believe their ears!

Kick out of the legion!

Downgrade by one star!

Never rise!

This is to completely destroy Zhu Yun.

They didn’t expect that Lin Fan’s phone call would actually cause Zhu

Yun to be kicked out of the legion.

how can that be!

His phone call clearly reached the Military Law Reporting Office. How

could it be so quickly that it reached the ears of the Blood Dragon God

of War?

Everyone was shocked, and the eyes that looked at Lin Fan were filled

with a deep horror!

“Yes…you did it?”

Old man Bai looked at Lin Fan in horror, his voice trembling at him.

Just because of this scene, it is too shocking!

A rubbish, with just a phone call, is it to call a Samsung warlord back

to its original form?

But Lin Fan smiled lightly:

“I didn’t expect that the Dragon and Tiger Legion could be so effective

in doing things. The Blood Dragon and the God of War just called me

personally.” It’s really him!

Everyone suddenly looked at Lin Fan with a look of seeing a ghost!

OMG!

That was one of the most promising Samsung fighters, but Lin Fan’s

call from this waste completely ruined his career!

Just now, Lin Fan said that Zhu Yun would be kicked out of the

Dragon Tiger Legion. They just treated it as a joke.

But now, they only feel horrified!

“Bastard, you dare to kill my son, I want your life!” When I heard that

my son was hopeless in his life, Aunt Wang was completely mad, and

she rushed towards Lin Fan with her teeth and claws!

One pair, to look like Lin Fan’s corpse is broken into pieces!

just!

Without waiting for Lin Fan to make a move, Bai Yi, beside him, took

the lead and kicked her angrily towards Aunt Wang!

The latter suddenly said “Ouch”, staggered backwards, clutching his

belly, grinning in pain!

“Bitch, do you dare to hit me?” Aunt Wang jumped into a rage, looking

at Bai Yi furiously.

Everyone present was also dumbfounded!

I never thought that the docile and quiet Bai Yi would have such a

sturdy side!

Bai Yi gritted his teeth, his eyes filled with anger:

“Insulting me is okay , but the man who insults me, then I… will do

my best!”

Hearing this, Lin Fan beside him smiled slightly, and a heart appeared

in his heart. A warm current.

“Zhu Yun beat her to death for me! Kill this bitch!”

Aunt Wang roared sharply, with a strong viciousness rising in her eyes,

she wished to shatter the couple in front of her!

“Mom, don’t rush for a while!”

At this time, Zhu Yun, with murderous expression on his face, stared

at Lin Fan with cracked eyes:

“Wait for me to give the gift to Lin Zuo and win his favor. The Dragon

Tiger and the God of War can’t help me, this kid…”

“Must die!!!”

He knew that if he tried to attack Lin Fan at this time, his career would

be completely over!

Only when you see Lin Zuo and become his dog can you change your

destiny, and even take revenge!

Lin Zuo!

Yes, there is Lin Zuo!

Aunt Wang suddenly showed excitement. Although her son was kicked

out of the Dragon Tiger Legion, if Lin Zuo was favored, even the

Dragon Tiger God of War would kneel at her son’s feet.

Immediately, Aunt Wang laughed triumphantly and looked at Lin Fan

and his wife ill-intentionally:

“You dog men and women wait for me. My Zhu family must have no

place to bury you!”

However, this is more than that!

Zhu Yun’s fierce gaze also glanced at Old Bai and the others, obviously

furious to the extreme:

“Your Bai family has deceived me too much. When I come to the gate

of the forest seat, I will definitely want your Bai family… your family is

ruined!”
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